Avenue is an upscale lounge mashed up with the fun of various games. It is the hidden gem of the TAO Group’s newest entertainment complex at the Marina Bay Sands resort - located at the lower level, just below Marquee. Guests can partake in sophisticated cocktail culture in one of the three areas of the venue.
LOUNGE CONCEPT (B3)

SPECIFICATIONS
• Overall Square Meters: 372 Sqm
• Overall Capacity: 234 People
• Overall Seated Capacity: 124 People
• Lounge: 84 People
• Bar: 9 People
• Karaoke: 31 People

DETAILS
A hidden treasure within, this upscale lounge is layered with a variety of games and experiences. The lounge is detailed in wood paneling with gold accents that become increasingly more abundant into the space leading to a highly enriched gold karaoke room at the end. The space smoothly transitions from casual lounge by day to high energy nightclub by night.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Mini bowling alley with two lanes
• Central DJ booth surrounded by lounge seating
• Two full-service bars featuring premium mixology
• Game room featuring a pool table, two skee-ball and two pinball machines
• Private Karaoke Room with whiskey display
• 10 LED TV screens
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